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ADVT.
BOOK BINDING BY EXPERTS

DO YOU WANT YOUR SCIENCE FICTION 
COLLECTION OF MAGAZINES SAFEGUARDED ? 
IF SO, THEN CONTI CT DON' LATIMER AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE .
HE WILL BIND THEM FOR YOU AT' 
PRICES TO PLEASE. A LARGE VARIETY
OF ’BINDINGS ARE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR 
INSPECTION.

DON LATIMER,
Rear 646 BETT, STREET.
PA S C OE V A IF S OUT! I. ,
VIC. Phone: FL 2752.
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WORLD’S LAR! EST SCIENCE FICTIOT 
ORGANIZATION

Branches Of Science Fiction Fandom
served' by this organization For

full particulars, contact the Australian 
agent, DAVID ’COHEN, 

B'OX 4940, G.F.O.,
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V°r m03t of the interstate delegation, this 
Convention opened at Lyell Crane’s place on the Fri- 
day, at which liberal doses of refreshment were im
bibed.

The main activity on the Saturday morning 
^8S frantic.arranging of displays by all and surX 
cry. Inose not interested in this activity slowly 
wandered around and got acquainted , mainly by means 
of a pen and a copy of the Gon booklet.

There were excellent displays of early s-f 
magazines and fanzines, and a selection of covers 
from tne FSS library. Two floors down Dave Cohen of 
tne Blue Centaur Book Co. had taken a room to hold 
.iis vast selection of material, including most of to 
original, covers of tin. Malian Press series. These are 
really worth seeing.

. Various personalities drifted in at odd 
hours, including Professor John Blatt of the Sydney 
University. Various other personalities drifted -out 
as last as they came in, including most of the del
egation from Melbourne, in search of some staving 
power. &

The press were in attendence, and D»Lowson 
rushed madly around using reels of film, presumably 
to g->od effect. J

The main session got under way at 2.15 PM 
s ightly late, owing to the had habit fans have of 
wandering in at odd hours.

Mr. Judd introduced the Convention chair- 
man, Mr. Rex Meyer, who read out several congratulat
ory telegrams.

First speaker was Mr. Neville Cohen, who
PrePared bY Graham Stone , C 1V' L— CADE 01' SCIENCE FICTION, This was a short resume of
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the modern history of s-f, ranging from Hells
Verne to present day authors. xd

emng
association of s-f anH -p-; i ' * 7id;LS traced the French films of 1903 to^ritz^-nX^ !ar^ trick 
FRAU IM MONDE and METROPOLIS and th a ^S^er.Pleces , 
production of Nells’ THINGS TO 5ob4
day DESTINATION MOON, "VEN HOPlSs 0OT?tiy4 ?reSent 
DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL. LD° C0LL1DK and . the 
opened bv^r ?HE WORLD OF TOMORROW „

®d by S* Dunk, eith THE FUTURE OF THE M*  CUT“J\^nLHV-tea 8 picture, pro^^yi^
and^fuc F Mr® F"!16*6 dl?a^earance of all * me?nlf

171

fact the? Whloh boiled d0™ t0 «i®
very Soh S S?' °UltUr6 ’0Ula 0h8nB8 

opened the Forum, challengi^^ost^f^/^^^i? 
uments very successfully in my opinion. Mr^ Branci" 
second^? S fSr SeVSM1 ’“l^ian' remark. iSe 
second.of the Forum, Mr. L. Crane, delivered his ndX 
5 2^’ i\7hlah he differed with many of the predict - 
o? ?heSymposium Mrs. M. Gore, the thlrdomh. r 
Sre! ’ roman's angle on the fet--

threw it sxW®d UB the Symposium , and then
threw it open to questions from the floor.
agreed with' °f Sydney rose and promptly dis
agreed with all the speakers, outlining his various 
arguments. Mr. Molesworth rose on behalf of all the 
speakers, and answered Mr. Phillips. Mr. Addison of 
ydney asked whether the forms of education ’-'ill

e 0 e changed in the future. Mr. Brunen decided

ETHER LI NE 

that they would have to be changed, and Mr. Glick 
supported him.

Mr. Haddon of Sydney challenged Mr. Glick’s 
statement that specialization means extinction of a 
species. Mr. Glick answered that his statement dealt 
only with animals of the lower order.

Mr. Meyer closed the formal session at 5.30 
Now this was all very interesting in a bor

ing sort of way, out I fail to see the necessity of 
these philosophical discussions at a science fiction 
convention. Surely a discussion on the effect of a 
particular author on science fiction, or the rise & 
fall of a magazine would be much more interesting to 
science fiction fans. It would be to me, anyway. If 
I wanted to listen to the other, I would go to one 
of the meetings of the local Semantics group, or the 
Philosophical Society. Let’s have talks on SCIENCE 
FICTION I

The film.showing after tea was slightly on 
the late side, owing to the screen being locked Un 
the meeting hall. I h'pe that all meetings arg not 
started with a hacksaw I

A taped message from Robert Heinlein was 
played before the film showing, and we thank Mr. He
inlein for his wishes of success .

The films shown were of a very high standard 
indeed, and the experimental Canadian films, FIDDLE 
DEE DEE and BEGONE DULL CARE, which were FAINTED di
rect onto the film by Norman McLaren to the above 
tunes are really terrific. If you have not yet seen 
them, then I suggest you make immediate arrangements 
to do so. The main film was MGM’s THE . BEGINNING 
OR THE END, starring Robert 'Talker, Brian Donlevy,T. 
Drake, Beverly Tyler and Audrey Totter. The theme 
should be familiar to all fans, dealing as it did 
with the first A bomb. Also shown was ACROSS ARC
TIC UNGAVA, another Canadian film.

Next morning the auction started 1 hour late 
and the hacksaw was again brought into play. Early 
material was mainly BRE and British, which brought 
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very low prices. The US digest mags brought fairly 
high prices, with F&SF bringing up to 8/6, TUS up to 
7/-, GALAjT up to 5/-. The BRE ASTOUNDINGS brought a 
few high prices, due to the early dates. Books, mos
tly US editions, brought fair figures, despite the 
fact that many of them will be out in British edit - 
ions soon. Another spate of British PB ’ s brought an 
average of 6d.

American PB’s brought high prices, with Rero 
Parlanti paying 8/- for ROGUE QUEEN. Oooohl, Remo I!

The Business session had an attendance of 
around JO, and the first report was delivered by Mr. 
B. Finch, secretary of the FSS. Mr. Finch outlined 
the early history of the FSS, and detailed the prog
ress made over the past year.

Mr. Arthur Porter had taped a report on the 
Futurian Society of Canberra earlier in the day, and 
it was then played after the conclusion of Mr/ Finch's 
report. He outlined the formation of the club after 
Mr. Geoff Bennett’s visits to Melbourne and Sydney , 
and seen both extremes at work. Judging by the resp
onse from the reputed JOO odd readers of s-f in Can
berra, it would appear that the wrong extreme was 
chosen.

Mr. Lyell Crane delivered a report on beh - 
alf of the Adelaide Science Fiction Group, which was 
prepared by Mrs. J. Joyce. It outlined the growth of 
this group, and detailed the past year, when the up
surge was most apparent. The library must be • really 
something.

Mr. Ted Butt was called on to report on -the 
Newcastle & Hunter Valley Science Fiction Club, in 
which he gave the session the full history of the 7 
members. It is intended to advertise extensively in 
the newspapers in the near future.

Mr. Crane reported on behalf of ASFS, and 
it was pointed out that not much had changed in the 
past year, owing to the fact that both office bearers 
were actively engaged in publicity for the Convention, 
Mr. Crane said that the need for ASFS had dropped 

somewhat, and the original idea would have to be ch
anged. Apparently their approach to the outlying fan 
was not all to be desired, as the response was ve^v 
disappointing. For the amount of money spent, it was 
thought that the results have not justified the out
lay, and the position would have to be ratified at 
the earliest possible moment. It was decided to de
bate this question in General Business.

Mr. Glick appealed for material for the US 
Convention, especially earlier Australian items.

Mr. Hubble reported on behalf of the North 
Shore Futurian Society, tracing the club from the 
formation to the present day. It was indicated that 
the name would be changed at some future date.

Mr. McCubbin reported on'behalf of the Mel
bourne Sciene Fiction Group. He stressed the inform
ality of the group, and pointed out that although it 
had no paid members, there were 97 contacts on . its 
books. He pointed out that there was a verjr strong 
publishing section attached to the group.

It was moved Glick, seconded Purdey, that 
the reports be accepted.

In general business, the first item of dis
cussion was ASFS. Mr. Glick suggested that ASFS be 
handed over intact to one of the flourishing clubs , 
for them to run and bear costs. Mr. Stone replied 
that the final fate of ASFS had not been decided on, 
except that it was probable that one of three cour - 
ses, reconstitution under the present executive, the 
course suggested by Mr. Glick, or liquidation would 
be taken. Mr. Butt of Newcastle suggested that ASFS 
canvass for gifts. Mr. Stone replied that this would 
only mean that someone else would foot the bills.

Mr. Salgram of Ballarat suggested an Aust
ralia wide book club, which would bring in more rea
ders of s-f.

Mr. Keating of Melbourne suggested that if 
ASFS were re-constituted like the majority of amateur 
clubs, the state bodies could carry the main body.

ETHERLINE
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Mr. Martin of Sydney said that it was appar- 

ent that Mr. Stone and Mr. Crane "were getting old 
and decrepit", in that they were not prepared to ca
rry on the apparently large volume of work tied up in 
ASFS. Mr. Crane discussed the suggestions put forward 
to date, and said that it was quite true -that the 
work was becoming too much to handle.

Mr. Glick said that in the early days, when 
ASPS was a proprietory show, it was a very well run 
organization, but since the rapid growth, it would 
necessitate some other arrangement and he thought it 
would be a good idea if the FSS took over ASFS, and 
appoint Mr. Stone organizer.

Mr. Haddon, asked whether the ASFS could give 
any indication of what course they intended to follow

Mr. Crane stressed that the original purpose 
had changed, and a new purrose decided on. They wan
ted the meeting to indicate such a purpose.

Mr. Haddon moved that ASFS draw up a course 
and present it to a FSS meeting for approval, and all 
interstate organizations notified accordingly . This 
was seconded by Mr. Bos.

The chairman indicated that he doubted wheth
er the session could decide the policy of ASFS, and 
said that enough courses of action had been suggested 
for ASFS to decide on one.

It was moved Haddon seconded Bos that the 
next Australian Convention be run by NSFS. In moving 
so, Mr. Haddon said that as the aims of FSS were to 
advance the causes of s-f, and it was stated that most 
of the previous year’s activities were taken up with 
the running of the Convention, it was apparent that 
not much advancing of s-f was undertaken. Anyway, it 
was time that the younger section had a chance to stow 
that it could run a convention.

Mr. Bos seconded briefly.
Mr. Crane pointed out that the Convention was 

under the direction of Mr. Judd, and took up no time 
of the FSS. personally, he would like to see Melbourne 
take the Convention.
ETHERLINE

Mrs. Molesworth said that it would be a 
good thing for fandom if Melbourne took the next Con
vention.

Mr. McCubbin thanked the speakers, and st
ressed the fact that Melbourne wanted the Convention 
in 1956, to be run at the time of the Olympic Games , 
and it was intended to put on a large show. Owing 
to the large amount of work involved, it was thought 
that two years would be required for this purpose.

Mr. Nicholson, in supporting the original 
motion, expressed surprise that the Melbourne delega
tion would not take the next Convention.

Mr. Glick at this point suggested that the 
motion be put to the vote.

Mr. Martin said that it was not necassary 
to have any organization run a Convention, as long as 
an Organizer be appointed.

Mr. Finch said that it was necessary to 
have close cooperation in the running of a Con..

Miss Simmons suggested that the Convention 
be held in Sydney, ax.. run by a group divorced from 
organized clubs.

Mr. Glick asked that the motion be clarif
ied as to who would be running the Con, Mr. Haddon or 
the NSFS.

Mr. Haddon replied that he was applying on 
behalf of the NSFS.

Mrs. Molesworth suggested that the motion 
be put th the vote.

22 for, 14 against.
Mrs. Molesworth moved that this session 

suggest to the NSFS that Mr. Hubble be appointed org
anizer . Seconded Haddon.

Mr. Martin said that in his opinion this 
meeting could not so move.

Mr. Glick said that the meeting, as an un
constituted body, could move anything it liked.

The Chairman ruled that the body could not 
move such a motion.

Mr. Nicholson said that the NSFS would app-

■wrrnrR t t w
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reciate a vote of confidence in Mr. Hubble.
Moved Brunen that the session thank Mr. Judd 

for his masterly organization of the present Conven
tion. Seconded McCubbin.

Mr. Judd thanked the meeting very much.
Mr. McCubbin moved that the approval of the 

meeting to go ahead and organize the 1956 Convention 
be given. Seconded by Keating.

Mr. Judd commended the idea, and said that in 
his opinion 24 months was not too long to organize a 
Convention.

Mr. Nicholson moved that the split which had 
developed in the Sydney organizations be healed in 
view of the cordial relations now apparent. The 
Melbourne group left the room while this motion was 
discussed. Apparently it was not successful.

Meeting adjourned at 5*15  PM.
The evening session was, in my opinion, one 

of the best periods of the Con. A really terrific 30 
minute play was the feature, supported by some more 
films.

On the whole, the organization of this Conv
ention was very much better than the last, although 
1 think the subject matter of the last was better.

It's up to you now, NSPS.
On the Monday evening, there was a •'meeting 

of the Futurian Society scheduled. However, it never 
came off. I wonder why ?

I. J. Crozier.

Jn MeiBOM/Wf lourv
Apart from the new magazines mentioned in the 

McGills ad, only a couple of books arrived. They are 
the Carnell anthology GATEHAY TO TOMORROW published 
by Museum Press at 12/-, and THE OTHER LANDSCAPE by 
Neil Gunn, from Faber & Faber at 15/6. Good cover on 
the Carnell anthology. Contents look OK.

IJC
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IMPRESSIONS BY BOB McCUBBIN...........

Sydney - a town where, if you hurry, you are 
apt to find yourself coming back, if you step off ths 
footpath - you may step straight into the Morgue.Ask 
Jack Keating to verify these statements.............

-X- ,? .r -Jr r < -X- ■ '? 'r -X- * ? ' ? 'r '- r /Hr -X-

Sydney beer---------- ? Ftui ! ..........................
**** ********** - ** t*  ?t:-**

which Melbourne character made a bad mistake 
with fourpence ? ............ .. ................... ............................... ..

It's a big help to the out of town visitor,this 
idea of-having two conventions simultaneously in the 
same building. ...........................................................................................

Owing to the MtrfcLns and the Coys, I developed 
a splj.t personality............................................ .. ................................

** -x-y ** ** *****-:t  *******
Sydney meetings are onened with confusion -and 

a hacksaw r .... A • O O • AAAA0AAAOOOO O A A « A O A O A

******it****  ********* **
Butt and Haddon would like to play chess by co

rrespondence - how about it, Dick, Keith & Co. £. .. .
* ** it*  * * -x- X- * ** it * it ** -x- it *it  it **

Melbourne has the 1956 Con, Sydney carries on 
in 1955, under new management ....................................................

It rains in Sydney too I I I I..............................

__________________ _ ETHERLINE
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WANTED WONTED WANTED WANTED WANTED
WANTED WANTED /ANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED 

WANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED WANTED

AMERICAN MAGAZT"” U ANY CONDITION 
SEND LIST STATIN:, ’WB PRICE AND CONDITION 
OR SEND THE MAC1ZI1US TO ME FOR A QUOTE

POSTAGE PAID BOTH WAYS.................... ..
SPECIALLY WANTED: ASTOUNDING, GALAXY, 

UNKNOWN (US or UK ), GALAXY NOVELS, IF, 
BEYOND, or AVON F-MIUSY READERS.

IF YOU HAVE A COLLECTION TO DISPOSE 
OF, INCLUDING BOOKS, THEN SEND ME FULL 

PART IOULARS IWEDIATELY .

SPOT CASH PAID FOR ANY COLLECTION 
IRRESPECTIVE OF SIZE.,. .. '

Bankers: NATIONAL’ RaNk OF ajST.,
ALB UR”:- N,S.rL

JOHN 0'SHAUGNESSY -
Berrycourt Flats,
Swift St., 
Albury, N.S.W.

ANY QUANTITY ANY CONDITION

ANY SORT

SEND YOUR SP.-.i MAGS TO ME TODAY

THE MELBOURNE SCIENCE FICTION GROUP'

invites all those 1 ite v _ste ; persons to its 
weekly mxi’byj : rl ■ ile ODDFELLOWS HALL, 
Latrobe St, ; juM- p? • j 1AA Freight Depot , 
at 6 HL 4

A Jorgs ■ L:r.; y :: an :2a' 1 . with American and. 
British mog;7'Ues moludod, co a small charge.

Film and. social evenings are held, at frequent 
intervals.

KEEP THURSDAY EVA JING FREE !!!!!!’!! 
------------:----- ‘----  

ARE YOU PLANNING. TO BRING OUT A 
FANZINE OK GiiMlAR PuBLlCAT I UN ??? 
IF SO, THEN CONTACT APPA IMMEDIATELY 
FOR A REASONABLE QUOTE-.
PAPER SUPPLIED II' NECESSARY,/AND ALL

. STENCILS CUT, 
AN EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION SERVICE IS 
AVAILABLE IT A SMALL ■ CHARGE. 
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS AT ONCE : 

Amateur Fantasy Publications of 
... . Australia,

6 Bramerton Rd., 
Caulfield, S.E.8., 
Victoria. Australia.

ETHERLINE ETHERLINE



Melbourne licensing and vice squads would 
go mad in the Harbour city..............................................................

-x-x-x-x-x-*-x- -

** *** x- -x- -x- * * *** * * * * - ;■ * * * * * *****

At one stage - I felt like an ant on a coat
hanger...............................................................................................................

Sydney food costs twice what it’s worth , 
and isn’t worth eating half the time.....................................

*-x-x-*-x-  ***** > >*****  -x-x-*  x--•- x-x- \--x-*
High-ho for Suffragettes and home crafts!! 

And, of course, let’s not forget modern education!!!
****************-:?*-x-x-**x-;-x

I wonder what it would be like to go on ihe 
Big Dipper ? I mean the constellation, of course....

** x- *-x-  v ** ***** x--:e-x- ***
Some Melbourne fans are keen window-shoppets 

with two-toned whistles.............................. .............. ........................
** «■ *** ** *x- ** ;?*******

Congratulations to those responsible for 
the designedly amusing side of the Con - to wit Don 
Lawson (films) and the Drama Group....................................

******* ************** * ** ****
An odd hobby - collecting EMPTY bottles...

** ** ** * **** ** ** x**  * * * *** * * ** *
I seemed to be farwelled by the same people 

in the same way in so many DIFFERENT places !!.............
* ***** ************ ** ***** m*

The air of Sydney seems to change people’s

All these asterisks are for Bluey Glick....

Thanks Sydney, especially Lyell Crane.............
*********m-m*** ;•*»*  *

C U in ' 56

r^^ZINE /EE\ilL\ZS

AUTHENTIC SCIENCE FICTION 42..
Campbell will break some important bone if he 

continues to pat his own back. In his editorial, he 
tells us that he has"two original American stories . 
These have never before been published, but no doubt 
they will now be appearing in American anthologies .

After reading the stories, I must confess to 
many doubts. _

HIDDEN SHEPHERDS by Brian Berry. We’re a faul
ty experiment.

ARISTOTLE by John Christopher. A dig at Null A.
TOP SECRET by William S. Kals. Nasty Russians 

use US factories and men to build A bombs. Most un - 
snorting.

IN TIME OF SORROW by Leonard pruyn. Too tedious 
to detail.

PROCESS by H. B. Hickey. Someone has been read
ing 1984. Not bad though.

Tony Santos

NEBULA SCIENCE FICTION 7.
. A fine cover by Bob Clothier. As good as the 

best ASTOUNDING covers(and from'me, that’s praise in
deed). The issue is good quality, almost all the way 
through.

PILOT’S HANDS by William F. Temple. Derring-do 

ETHERLINE
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on the moon. Quite well done.
. DIVINE RIGHT by J. T. M’Intosh. Mankind 

uiie Universe - because no-one else wants the bother.
COLD STORAGE by David S. Gardner. Could be 

better, but „ait for the ending.
GORGON PLANET by Bob Silverberg. A real Me

dusa. Good stuff.
Other stories up to average.
There.is a very comprehensive questionairre 

for. fans in this issue and the result^ which will be 
available for 1/- sterling, should be interesting.

Tony Santos.

FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION 6
First thing we see is a horrible yellow spl

otch on the cover - some minutes later we recognise 
it as the US Jan. 54 cover. It’s a lousy botch”(again) 
of a good cover. Only other bad thing is THREE HEARTS 
THREE LIONS by Anderson - the conclusion is even wea
ker than the start, quote: a modern fairy tale".

Iho rest of the stories are culled from many 
issues. The best.are: TALENTS by J. T. M’Intosh -esp 
and psi treated in a pleasant style - very good.

THE ALTRUISTS - Seabright, is a nice shock
er - pleasant reading about some telepathic being who

This and PROFESSOR SCHUCKER'S FALLACY by Ab
ernathy are both very good.

The latter is a humorous fantasy on statis
tics and what happens when a statistical fallacy be
comes real.

Other stories are up to usual F&SF standard
Dick Jenssen.

AMAZING 24, FANTASTIC 24.
Gaaaaah I

Four more American magazines have gone to the 
press for the last time - ORBIT, VORTEX, COSMOS and 
SPACEHAYS. The old TWO COMPLETE SCIENCE ADVENTURE BO
OKS is also finished, as is SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTURES 
the last Raymond mag.

Possibly the worst news of all is the • report 
that FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION is very rocky, "and 
the May issue may well be the last. It appears that it 
is not selling - why, I cannot understand. The last 
issue runs a reputedly poor Heinlein serial in an eff
ort to boost sales.

On the other hand, publishing in UK continues 
to boom. Books recently announced include:

SATELLITE El by J. Lloyd Gatto, published by 
Eyre & Spottiswodde at 9/6 stg, due June.

THE WHEEL IN THE SKY by Ra^e Bernard, publish
ed by Ward Lock & Co., priced at 9/6 stg, due June.

THE STARMEN ^y Leigh Brackett, published by 
Museum Press priced ac 8/6 stg, due July.

THE CLOCK STRIKES THIRTEEN by Herbert Erean , 
published by Heinemann priced at 10/6 stg, due May.

PROJECT JUPITER by Fredric Brown, published 
by T. V. Boardman, priced at 9/6 stg, due Autumn.

TWILIGHT OF REASON by Jonathan Burke, publi— 
shed by Hamilton’s, priced at 6/- stg, out in March.

SECOND AST OUT® ING ANTHOLOGY edited by John W. 
Campbell, published by Graysons at 9/6 stg, due June, 

COLONISTS OF SPACE by Charles Carr, published 
by Ward Lock at 9/6 stg, due June.

JOURNEY INTO SPACE by Charles Chilton, publi
shed by Herbert Jenkins at 9/6 stg, due August.

STRANGE ADVENTURES IN SCIENCE FICTION edited 
by Groff Conklin, published by Graysons at 9/6 stg, & 
due Summer.

THE FALLEN SKY by Peter Crowcroft, published 
by Peter Nevill at 11/6 stg, and due April.

Dick Jenssen
ETHERLINE
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EXILES IN TIME by Jon J. Deegan, published 
by Hamiltons at 6/- stg, and out in March.

ASSIGNMENT IN ETERNITY by Robert Heinlein, 
published by Museum Press at 9/- stg, due Autumn.

FURY by Henry Kuttner, published by Dennis 
Dobson at 8/6 stg, due May.

WORLD OUT OF MIND by J. T. M’Intosh, publ
ished by Museum Press at 9/6 stg, due Autumn.

METAL EATER by Roy Sheldon, published by 
Hamiltons at 6/- stg, out in March.

WORLD AT BAY by E. C. Tubb, published by 
Hamiltons at 6/- stg, out in March.

THE REBEL STAR by Froom Waygard, published 
by Ward Lock & Co., at 9/6 stg, due Autumn.

DRAGONS ISLAND by Jack Williamson, publish
ed by Museum Press at 9/6 stg, due July.

THE MAN IN THE CRADLE by John Wyndham,pub
lished by Michael Joseph at 12/6 stg, due late Autumr.

Juveniles scheduled include:
TOMS TIME MACHINE by Guy Daniel, published 

by Harrops at 7/6 stg.
KEMLO AND THE CRAZY PLANET by E. C. Ell ibt 

published by Nelsons at 5/- stg.
KEMLO AND THE ZONES OF SILENCE by E. C. E- 

lliot, published by Nelsons at 5/- stg.
LUCKY STARR AND THE PIRATES OF THE ASTEROID 

by Paul French, published by Worlds Work at 7/6 stg.
KINGS OF SPACE by W. E. Johns, published by 

Hodder & Stoughton at 7/6 stg.
ROCKET TO LUNA by Richard Martson, publish

ed by Hutchinsons at 7/6 stg.
ISLAND OF FEAR by Patrick Moore, published 

by Museum Press at 7/6 stg.
OUT INTO SPACE by Patrick Moore, published 

by Museum Press at 7/6 stg. Factual.
MISTS OF DAWN by Chad Oliver, published by 

Hutchinsons at 7/6 stg.
Pocket Book editions of books published by 

British publishers over the past year or two include 
the following:

FIGHTING MAN OF MARS by Elgar Rice Burrou
ghs, from Pinnacle Books in April, priced at 2/- stg 

CHESSMEN OF MARS by Edgar 'lice Burroughs , 
from Pinnacle Books in June, at 2/- stg.

PIRATES OF VENUS by Edgar Rice Burroughs , 
from Pinnacle Books in May, at 2/- stg.

PRELUDE TO SPACE by Arthur C. Clarke, from 
Pan Books in August at 2/- stg.

THE SANDS OF MARS by Arthur C. Clarke,from 
Corgi Books at 2/- stg.

SPACEWAYS by Charles Eric Maine, from Pan 
Books in July at 2/- stg.

1984 by George Orwell, from Penguin Books 
at 2/- stg, in March.

DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS by John Wyndham, ■ from 
Pan Books at 2/- stg.

This, I am sure, will almost compensate fbr 
the slight recession in the States. Due dates here 
in Australia will be given as soon as they come to 
hand.

Ken Slater reports that NIW WORLDS has fi
nally made it. Out on April 4th, it has reverted to 
the large 8" by 5-3" size. Cover is a shocking smudge 
that theoretically gives a scene from A.C.Clarke’s , 
SENTlNAL, but which appears to have been drawn in 
soft crayon on a white-washed wall ' All the lunar 
rocks are fuzzy ! The space suited man in the fore - 
ground has either broken his arm, or been twisted in
to the Nth dimension. This abortion is by someone 
called J. Kinnear. Interiors are by Quinn and Hunter. 
128 pp, not including covers, part of a serial, TAKE 
OFF by C. M. Kornbluth, already out in the States in 
PB and book form^ SENTINEL by Arthur C. Clarke, al-- 
ready out in book form in the States, and scheduled 
for publication in UK; MUSEUM PIECE by John Chr
istopher, in his 22nd CENTURY; OPPOSITE NUMBERS by 
John Wyndham, a trite time tangle tale; ONLY AN ECHO 
by Alan Barclay, not bad ; RELAY RACE by J. T. M’ln- 
t osh, not at all bad. Article ECLIPSE by Maurice Go- 
1 dsmith is rather poor. Price 1/6 stg.

IJC
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OlTTfi? Sf/Kf
comes to the surface again. Supposed to be amusing , 
but I must be case - hardened. 'McGills 2/3

Bob McCubbin.

This film is the best yet I It contains a re
al BEM *!!*  Oh brother, a real Bug Eye II! Tentacles 
yet I Brrrrrrrrrr, complete with a Greta Garbo comn- 
lex.

But seriously, the film is really worth see
ing. I^ will not spoil the reader's entertainment by 
detailing the plot, as this show has been reviewed in 
several papers. It could perhaps have been cut in se
veral places to sustain the action, but the photogra
phy was on the whole excellent. It is the first time 
that ET technology was actually portrayed, and not 
just suggested. I personally enjoyed t , and intend 
to see it when released in Melbourne, for the second 
t ime.

Jack Keating.

THE INDESTRUCTIBLE'S Rolf Garner. T]ne third in the 
series started by RESURGENT DUST and THE IMMORTALS . 
Kennet goes back to Earth, and defeats a Dictator 
equipped with tame telepaths and robotic kill birds. 
Not quite up to the standard of the first two.

McGills, 2/3

e !hour re Jror^ J^cporls
15/4/54.

Bob McCubbin in the chair, 8 present.Race 
Mathews is back from camp, looking remarkably fit & 
feeling flat broke. Must be the latter - he sold a 
lebt of stuff.

Tonight the place was full of boxers, ©o 
we were very quiet.

Santos and Wheelahan played chess.

21/4/54.
No one in the ch~ir - Bob McCubbin absent. 

13 present, and a old folks hop was in session upst
airs. Chess boards vr -e dragged out as usual.

A welcome visitor was Geoff Bennett from 
Canberra, who, when told of the forthcoming Canberra 
Conference, announced his retirement from fandom. Is 
it as bad as all that, Geoff ?

We would like to see Leo Harding back in 
the club - several people are looking for him.

ARMAK
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THE ECHOING WORLDS Jonathan Burke. Parallel uni
verses converge and one recruits space pilots from 
the other. Well worn situations culminating in the 
death of the would-be dictator. Fair McGills 2/3.

THE GRAND ILLUSION Vargo Statten. Confident Jack cf 
all trades bungs on a trip to Mars. The title gives 
the plot away. Typical Statten. McGills 2/3

THE GENIAL DINOSAUR •Volsted Gridban. Continuing A 
THING OF THE FAST. The home-hatched dinosaur Herbert

ETHERLINE
ETHERLINE
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Authorised

183 - 5 ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE

MAGAZINES:
WEIRD TALES BRE 3 2/3
GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION BRE 12 2/3
IF WORLDS OF SCIENCE FICTION BRE 4 2/3
THRILLING WONDER STORIES BRE 1/3 
STARTLING STORIES BRE 16 1/3
BEYOND STORIES BRE 2 2/3

. FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION BRE 1 2/3
FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION 6 2/3

BOCKS:
AHEAD OF TIME Henry Kuttner 12/-
CITY Clifford Simak 12/-
THE WISHFUL, THINK Bernard Newmaa 12/-
THE TITAN P. Schuyler Miller 12/-
WEAPON MAKERS A. E. Van Vogt 12/- 
DREADFUL SANCTUARY Eric Frank Russell 12/- 
GOLDEN APPLES OF THE SUN Ray Bradbury 13/3 
THE HUMANOIDS Jack Williamson 12/-
GREAT STORIES OF SCIENCE FICTION Leinster 18/9 

POCKET BOOKS:
THE LONG LOUD SILENCE Wilson Tucker 3/-
THE TIME MACHINE H. G. Wells 3/- 
DARK ANDROMEDA A. J. Merak 2/3 
VOYAGE TO VENUS C. S. Lewis 3/-

WHEELAHAN WORKS WONDERS I I ! I I ! I

YOU DON’T BELIEVE IT ???????????????? 
THEN TAKE 'fOUR RADIO REPAIRS TO HIM 
AND FIND O'-:T W nSELF. CAR RADIO
SPECIALIST.
KEVIN HAT .'ILL PICK UP AND ALSO
DELIVER, ? W A RS WKLENT SERVICE 
IS CW.WW, AS IS THE REPAIRS.

KEVIN WHEELAP ’ ,
91 Monash St. , 
SUNSHINE. VICT ORIA.

Thore: MM J 69'»

THE BIG YEAR IN SCIENCE FICTION

1 9 3 6 1 9 3 6

' THE FIFTH AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE

FICTION CONVENTION TO BE 
HELD IN MELBOURNE. 

0 L Y M C 0 N
FULL DETAILS TO BE 

RELEASED SOON.
DON’T FORGET. MELBOURNE AT OLYMPIC TIMS.

THE 0 L Y M C 0 N IN 19 5 6
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